Maternal thyroid disease in the Danish National Birth Cohort: prevalence and risk factors
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Abstract

Objective: Thyroid disorders are common in women of reproductive age, but the exact burden of disease before, during and after a pregnancy is not clear. We describe the prevalence of thyroid disease in women enrolled in the Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) and investigate some of its risk factors.


Methods: We studied women enrolled in the DNBC who gave birth to a live-born child. Information on maternal thyroid disease (hyperthyroidism, hypothyroidism, benign goiter/nodules, thyroid cancer, and other) before, during and up to 5 years after the woman’s first pregnancy in the cohort was obtained from self-report (telephone interview in median gestational week 17) and from nationwide registers on hospital diagnosis of thyroid disease/thyroid surgery (from 1977) and prescriptions of thyroid drugs (from 1995).

Results: Of the 77 445 women studied, 3018 (3.9%) were identified with an onset of thyroid disease before (2.0%), during (0.1%) or in the 5-year period after the pregnancy (1.8%). During the pregnancy, 153 (0.2%) women received antithyroid drugs and 365 (0.5%) received thyroid hormone for hypothyroidism (83 after previous hyperthyroidism, 42 after previous surgery for benign goiter/nodules or thyroid cancer). Significant risk factors for maternal thyroid disease were age, parity, origin, iodine intake, smoking, alcohol, and BMI.

Conclusions: Around 4% of Danish pregnant women had either a history of thyroid disease or thyroid disease during pregnancy or were diagnosed with thyroid disease for the first time in the years following a pregnancy. The spectrum of thyroid disease was influenced by demographic and environmental factors.

Introduction

Maternal thyroid dysfunction during a pregnancy has been associated with adverse pregnancy outcomes and impaired child neurocognitive development including low child IQ (1, 2) and may even ‘program’ the fetus to later development of disease (3). The potential benefits and harms of screening for thyroid dysfunction in pregnant women is an ongoing discussion (4). In general, the positive predictive value of a screening test, that is, the probability that subjects with a positive test truly have the disease, depends on the prevalence of the disease in the population being screened (5). Thyroid disorders are considered common in women of reproductive age and are among the major endocrine disorders during pregnancy, but the exact burden of disease before, during and after a pregnancy in a population is not clarified in detail. We describe the prevalence and type of thyroid disease in pregnant women who were enrolled in the Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) (6) and gave birth to a live-born child in the years 1997–2003. The development of thyroid disease is influenced by environmental factors, e.g. iodine intake, smoking habits, and alcohol intake (7). Because the frequency of these and other potential risk factors may differ between populations, it is important to recognize and consider such information when comparing...
the prevalence and type of thyroid disease among populations. We investigate and describe risk factors for maternal thyroid disease in and around pregnancy in the DNBC.

**Subjects and methods**

**Study population and design**

The DNBC was established in 1996 and aimed to recruit 100 000 pregnant women in early pregnancy (6). Enrollment was nationwide and took place at the first antenatal visit to general practice (GP). To be eligible for inclusion, the pregnant women had to live in Denmark, speak Danish well enough to take part in a telephone interview and intend to carry their pregnancy to term. About 50% of Danish pregnant women received an invitation from their general practitioner to participate and 60% of the women invited agreed to participate after providing informed consent (6). The women enrolled were asked to fill out a registration form at the time of the first antenatal visit to GP including information on medications used during the pregnancy. In addition to this, they agreed to participate in a 10–30 min telephone interview in early pregnancy, which particularly focused on exposures during the pregnancy. The DNBC enrolled pregnant women who had their antenatal visit to GP in the years 1996–2002 and gave birth in the years 1997–2003 (Fig. 1). All women included in the present study completed the telephone interview in early pregnancy and gave birth to a singleton live-born child (Fig. 2). For women with more than one pregnancy during DNBC study period, only the first pregnancy was included. For all women, information was available on the date of the telephone interview in early pregnancy and on the date the pregnancy was terminated with live-birth. Information on gestational age at birth of the child was obtained from the Danish Medical Birth Registry (MBR) (8) or from the Danish National Hospital Register (DNHR) (9). If no registration was found, gestational age at birth was estimated from the self-reported gestational age at the time of the telephone interview in early pregnancy and the date of pregnancy termination. Pregnancy start (the first day of the last menstrual period) was estimated by subtracting gestational age at birth from the date the child was born.

**Information on maternal thyroid disease**

All Danish citizens are provided a unique ten-digit personal identification number that is used in all of the nationwide registers and enables linkage between different registers (10). All data were linked in Statistic Denmark and made available only in encrypted form so that no individuals could be identified by the researcher. Information on maternal thyroid disease included self-reported use of thyroid medication on the registration form completed at the first antenatal visit to GP (median gestational week 8), self-reported thyroid disease and current use of thyroid medication in the telephone interview (median gestational week 17), redeemed prescription of thyroid medication registered in the Danish National Prescription Register (DNPR) (11) from 1995 to 2008 (Fig. 1) and classified according to the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification.
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**Figure 1**

Illustration of the time period of inclusion in the Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) and the nationwide registers. The DNBC included Danish pregnant women giving birth to a live-born child in the years 1997–2003. Information on maternal thyroid disease was obtained from the Danish National Hospital Register (DNHR), which was initiated in 1977 and included both in- and outpatient visits from 1995, and the Danish National Prescription Register (DNPR), which was initiated in 1995.
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**Figure 2**
Flowchart illustrating the selection of the pregnant women enrolled in the Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) and included in the present study.

The 10th revision (ICD10) from 1994. We included information on all in- and out-patient visits with thyroid disease using ICD8 (193.99 and 240.09–246.09) and ICD10 codes (C73.9, E00.0–E07.9, E89.0, O90.5). Thyroid surgery was defined by ICD8: 080.60–082.20 and ICD10: BAA20–BAA60.

**Onset of maternal thyroid disease**

For each of the women included, information on maternal thyroid disease was obtained before, during and up to 5 years after the termination of the pregnancy (Fig. 2). Of the women with self-reported information on thyroid disease, an individual review of interviews revealed that 226 women (Fig. 2) did not report valid thyroid disease (the disease reported was unlikely to be thyroid disease; \( n = 104 \)) or reported ‘do not know’ (\( n = 58 \)), ‘thyroid disease not verified by a doctor’ (\( n = 62 \)), or thyroid medication on the registration form alone (\( n = 2 \)).

Women were classified with onset of thyroid disease before the telephone interview in early pregnancy if they reported previous or current thyroid disease in the interview or had previous registrations of thyroid disease. In these women, onset of thyroid disease in pregnancy was specified if the first registration of thyroid disease was in the period ranging from the estimated pregnancy start to the date of the interview. Women who did not report current or previous thyroid disease in the interview and had the first registration of thyroid disease after the interview. An exception from this was women (\( n = 5 \)) who had previous registrations of thyroid disease but were first time diagnosed and treated for thyroid cancer after the pregnancy. These women were classified with onset of thyroid cancer after the pregnancy.

Women identified with thyroid disease before or during the pregnancy were followed from the onset of disease to evaluate if the disease was treated during the pregnancy. Treatment with ATD and/or thyroid hormone in the pregnancy was defined by redeemed prescription(s) in the period ranging from 6 months before the estimated pregnancy start to the date of pregnancy termination.

**Type of maternal thyroid disease**

For women with onset of thyroid disease before the telephone interview during pregnancy, the type of thyroid disease was classified according to self-report and registrations prior to the interview, and for women with onset of thyroid disease after the interview, the type of thyroid disease...
disease was classified according to registrations in late pregnancy or in the 5-year period after the pregnancy. First, maternal thyroid disease was classified as thyroid cancer if the woman had a minimum of two hospital diagnoses of thyroid cancer and also had a diagnosis of thyroid cancer after thyroid surgery had been performed. Second, maternal hyperthyroidism was defined as redeemed prescription(s) of ATD and/or hospital diagnosis of hyperthyroidism and/or self-reported hyperthyroidism. Among the remaining women, maternal hypothyroidism was defined as redeemed prescription(s) of thyroid hormone and/or hospital diagnosis of hypothyroidism and/or self-reported hypothyroidism. Hypothyroidism was classified as non-surgical (no registration of thyroid surgery) or surgical (registration of thyroid surgery). Women with surgical hypothyroidism were classified as benign thyroid goiter/nodules as were women with a hospital diagnosis of benign thyroid goiter/nodules and/or self-reported benign thyroid goiter/nodules and/or thyroid surgery. Finally, a small group of women had only a hospital diagnosis/self-report of unspecified thyroid disease or thyroiditis and were classified in the subtype group ‘other’.

Information on risk factors
Information on maternal characteristics at birth of the child was obtained from the MBR (age and parity) and from Statistic Denmark (origin and geographical residence). Geographical residence was used as an instrumental variable for iodine intake. Denmark was previously iodine deficient (ID) with regional differences due to diverse content of iodine in drinking water (12). Divided by the Great Belt, the population suffered from moderate ID in West Denmark and mild ID in East Denmark. A mandatory iodine fortification of salt was introduced in the year 2000. Information on maternal smoking during pregnancy, pre-pregnancy alcohol intake (units of beer, wine, and spirits per week) and pre-pregnancy height and weight was self-reported in the pregnancy telephone interview.

Statistical analyses
Women with information on thyroid disease considered non-valid were excluded from the study (Fig. 2), leaving 77 445 women as the final study population. The prevalence of thyroid disease was estimated as the percentages of all within the study population and stratified according to the time of disease onset and type of thyroid disease. Risk factors for maternal thyroid disease were investigated in univariate stratified analyses and in a multivariate logistic regression model including age, parity, iodine intake, smoking, alcohol intake, BMI, and origin as dichotomous explanatory variables. Outcome variables were hyperthyroidism, hypothyroidism and benign goiter/nodules in separate models, and the reference group was women with no thyroid disease up to 5 years after the pregnancy (n=74 427). The number of women identified with thyroid cancer was too small to perform multivariate analyses for this type of thyroid disease.

Statistical analyses were performed using STATA version 11 (Stata Corp., College Station, TX, USA) and a 5% level of significance was chosen. The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency.

Table 1  Prevalences of thyroid disease among 77 445 pregnant women enrolled in the Danish National Birth Cohort (DNBC) from 1997 to 2003 stratified by time of disease onset and type of thyroid disease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thyroid disease</th>
<th>Thyroid disease onset before interview 1*</th>
<th>Thyroid disease onset after interview 1*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before pregnancy</td>
<td>In early pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid cancer</td>
<td>1523</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothyroidism</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothyroidism</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign goiter/</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid cancer</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From definition of type of thyroid disease, see the section entitled ‘type of maternal thyroid disease’.
Results

Prevalence of maternal thyroid disease

A total of 3018 women (3.9%) had thyroid disease before, during or up to 5 years after the pregnancy (Fig. 2) and were classified according to onset of disease and type of thyroid disease (Table 1). In general, the number of women with onset of disease before and in the 5-year period after the pregnancy was almost equal (1.8–2.0%), whereas onset of disease in the pregnancy was rare (0.1%) (Table 1). Hyperthyroidism was the most prevalent type of thyroid disease ($n=1222; 1.6\%$), followed by hypothyroidism ($n=939; 1.2\%$) and benign goiter/nodules ($n=763; 1.0\%$), whereas thyroid cancer was rare ($n=45$).

Women with onset of disease before or during the pregnancy ($n=1577$) were followed up to ascertain if they received treatment for the disease during the pregnancy under study (Table 2). Altogether 153 women (0.2%) were treated with ATD for hyperthyroidism during pregnancy and 365 (0.5%) were treated with thyroid hormone during pregnancy, of whom 83 had hypothyroidism after previous hyperthyroidism and 42 after previous surgery for nodular disease. Three women (Table 2) underwent thyroid surgery during pregnancy for hyperthyroidism, benign goiter and thyroid cancer respectively. Of the women identified with onset of thyroid disease during pregnancy (Table 2), a group of women had a hospital diagnosis of the disease, but no registration of medical or surgical treatment during the pregnancy was available (hyperthyroidism, $n=20$; hypothyroidism, $n=6$; and benign goiter/nodules, $n=9$). These women most likely suffered from borderline thyroid abnormalities in the pregnancy that ameliorated during the pregnancy with no need for treatment. However, some of these women had treatment initiated in the 5-year period after birth of the child (hyperthyroidism, $n=6$; hypothyroidism, $n=4$; and benign goiter/nodules, $n=5$).

Risk factors for maternal thyroid disease

Risk factors for the three most common types of thyroid disease (hyperthyroidism, non-surgical hypothyroidism, and benign goiter/nodules) were investigated in univariate (Table 3) and multivariate analyses (Fig. 3). In general, women with thyroid disease were older with a higher parity (Table 3). The correlation with age was also pronounced in the multivariate analyses, whereas a significant relationship to parity was observed for benign goiter/nodules only (Fig. 3). Hypothyroidism was more frequent in East Denmark with only mild ID, whereas hyperthyroidism and benign goiter/nodules were more frequent in West Denmark with moderate ID. Smoking during pregnancy was associated with an increased risk of hyperthyroidism and benign goiter/nodules and a decreased risk of hypothyroidism. On the other hand, pre-pregnancy alcohol intake significantly correlated with a low prevalence of hyperthyroidism and also tended to

| Table 2 | Type of thyroid disease and treatment in the pregnancy among 1577 women identified with onset of thyroid disease before or during the pregnancy under study. |
|-----------------------------------------------|
| Onset before the pregnancy | Hyperthyroidism ($n^a$) | Hypothyroidism ($n^a$) | Benign goiter/nodules ($n^a$) | Thyroid cancer ($n^a$) |
|-----------------------------------------------|
| No treatment in the pregnancy$^b$ | 627 | 371 | 475 | 20 |
| Treatment in the pregnancy$^c$ | 414 | 155 | 453 | 0 |
| Antithyroid drug (ATD)$^d$ | 213 | 216 | 22 | 20 |
| Thyroid hormone$^e$ | 129 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| Surgery$^f$ | 83 | 216 | 21 | 20 |
| Onset in the pregnancy | 44 | 30 | 9 | 1 |
| No treatment in the pregnancy$^b$ | 20 | 6 | 9 | 0 |
| Treatment in the pregnancy$^c$ | 24 | 24 | 0 | 0 |
| ATD$^d$ | 24 | 0 | 0 | 0 |
| Thyroid hormone$^e$ | 0 | 24 | 0 | 0 |
| Surgery$^g$ | 0 | 0 | 0 | 1 |

$^a$For definition of type of thyroid disease, see the method section ‘Type of maternal thyroid disease’ and Table 1. Women with onset of thyroid disease ‘other’ ($n=30$) before the pregnancy were not included.

$^b$No redeemed prescription of ATD or thyroid hormone and no thyroid surgery in the period from 6 months before pregnancy to birth of the child.

$^c$Redeemed prescription of ATD and/or thyroid hormone and/or thyroid surgery in the period from 6 months before pregnancy to birth of the child.

$^d$Redeemed prescription of ATD and/or thyroid hormone and no registration of thyroid surgery.

$^e$Redeemed prescription of thyroid hormone, no redeemed prescription of ATD and no registration of thyroid surgery.

$^f$Redeemed prescription of thyroid hormone, no redeemed prescription of ATD and no registration of thyroid surgery.

$^g$Registration of thyroid surgery, no redeemed prescription of ATD or thyroid hormone.

$^h$Registration of thyroid surgery and redeemed prescriptions of thyroid hormone.
associate with a low prevalence of benign goiter/nodules and hypothyroidism. For the potential protective impact of alcohol on the development of hyperthyroidism, a dose-dependent trend was observed in multivariate analysis (1 unit/week (reference), 1–7 units/week (OR 0.84 (95% CI 0.74–0.95)), 8–14 units/week (0.67 (0.52–0.86)), and >14 units/week (0.42 (0.21–0.84))). High pre-pregnancy BMI and maternal origin other than Danish were significant risk factors for hypothyroidism.

Information on previous thyroid disease was mainly based on self-report, and 322 women had only self-reported disease (hyperthyroidism, n = 146; hypothyroidism, n = 60; and benign goiter/nodules, n = 16), but the exclusion of this group of women did not change the results of the multivariate analyses. Furthermore, the stratification of analyses according to onset of disease (before/after birth of the child) did not considerably change the associations observed (data not shown).

### Discussion

**Principle findings**

In the large DNBC of pregnant women enrolled in the years 1997–2003, 4% of the women had previous or ongoing thyroid disease or developed thyroid disease in or up to 5 years after pregnancy and 0.5–1.0% were treated for thyroid disease during the pregnancy under study.
Demographic and environmental factors including maternal age, parity, origin, iodine intake, smoking, alcohol, and BMI were associated with the development of thyroid disease.

**Prevalence of thyroid disease in pregnancy**

The prevalence of thyroid disease in pregnant women will depend on the method and information sources applied as well as the composition of the study population. Thyroid disease in women of reproductive age is predominantly of autoimmune origin (13, 14), and it is well established that both genetic and environmental factors may influence the development of disease (7). Thus, when comparing the prevalence of thyroid disease in general and in pregnant women specifically, it is important to consider differences between study populations with regard to demographics and environmental factors.

Published data on the prevalence of thyroid disease in pregnant women have been based on results of thyroid function tests and/or registration of hospital diagnosis and treatment. Studies with biochemical measurement of thyroid function have used stored serum samples collected as a part of routine prenatal programs (15, 16), serum samples collected from women enrolled in a pregnancy cohort (17) or serum samples from women enrolled in a randomized trial (18). In such studies, the prevalence of disease depends on the biochemical definition of thyroid disease as well as the gestational week of sampling. Similarly for register-based studies (19, 20, 21), the prevalence of disease will depend on the criteria applied and the available registered information. We evaluated the prevalence of thyroid dysfunction in the DNBC by redeemed prescription of thyroid medication and observed that 0.2% of the women were treated for hyperthyroidism and 0.5% for hypothyroidism in the pregnancy. These findings are in line with the general figures often given on overt thyroid dysfunction in pregnancy that both overt hyperthyroidism and hypothyroidism affect 1% of pregnancies (1, 2, 22, 23, 24). However, our DNBC data illustrate that prevalences are highly dependent on demographic and environmental factors, which is in line with reports on risk factors for thyroid disease in the general population (13, 14, 25, 26, 27, 28).

We observed that the development of maternal thyroid disease before, during and in the years following a pregnancy was influenced by a series of factors such as maternal age, parity, origin, iodine intake, BMI, alcohol, and smoking and that the association differed for subtypes of thyroid disease. Further studies are needed to...
corroborate the associations observed, but the changes over time in demographic characteristic of women of childbearing age in many countries (e.g. increasing maternal age at first pregnancy) and in various environmental exposures (e.g. changes in smoking and drinking habits) may potentially change the risk and type of thyroid disease in pregnant women. Notably, increasing maternal age was a risk factor for all types of thyroid disease. Considering environmental factors, maternal pre-pregnancy alcohol intake was associated with a reduced risk of hyperthyroidism and benign goiter/nodules, whereas maternal smoking in pregnancy increased the risk of hyperthyroidism and decreased the risk of hypothyroidism (29).

Another environmental factor that differs between populations and may change over time is iodine intake. The women were enrolled in the DNBC from 1997 to 2003, which was a period overlapping the introduction of the mandatory iodine fortification of salt (year 2000) in Denmark. We observed that living in West Denmark, an area that was previously considered to be most pronounced with ID (moderate ID) was a risk factor for hyperthyroidism and benign goiter/nodules, whereas hypothyroidism was more common in East Denmark with mild ID comparable with the findings from the general Danish population studies (DanThyr) (12). In mild to moderate ID, the thyroid gland is typically able to keep thyroid hormone synthesis sufficient due to a compensatory increased activity, but this hyperactivity may lead to the development of thyroid autonomy and a higher rate of toxic nodular goiter (30). The introduction of the Danish iodine fortification of salt led to a transient increase in the incidence of hyperthyroidism, which was most pronounced in West Denmark (31, 32). This may have contributed to the regional difference observed in the present study.

Methodological comments

The DNBC was established as a nationwide birth cohort and aimed to cover all regions of Denmark (6). To participate, the women had to speak Danish well enough to participate in the telephone interview, which would under-represent women of other origins. In the present study we only included women according to their first pregnancy in DNBC and only pregnancies terminated with live-birth to ensure that the early pregnancy telephone interview had been performed. Maternal thyroid disease may increase the risk of both early and late pregnancy loss (33), and the inclusion criterion for live-birth in the present study could tend to underestimate the prevalence of maternal thyroid disease.

The present study relied on links to Danish nationwide registers with a high coverage and validity of hospital diagnoses of disease and surgery and redeemed prescriptions of drugs (9, 11). However, the period of registration differs for the various registers and information on previous thyroid disease was mainly from self-report because the registration of outpatients and prescriptions was first initiated in 1995. Finally, we had no registered information on radiiodine treatment. We acknowledge that results of the present study were based on registrations of self-reported disease and diagnoses/treatment of thyroid disease, whereas no information on actual measurement of thyroid function tests was available. No systematic screening was performed, thus, the figures presented may not represent the true prevalence of maternal thyroid disease.

Clinical perspective

Maternal thyroid dysfunction may adversely complicate a pregnancy and may also ‘program’ the fetus to later development of disease (3, 19, 33, 34). Newly diagnosed thyroid dysfunction during a pregnancy is rare. On the other hand, around 2% of pregnant women in the DNBC had a history of thyroid disease at the time they became pregnant and another 2% developed thyroid disease in the 5-year period following the pregnancy. Women with known thyroid disease prior to a pregnancy may not be adequately treated by the time they become pregnant, and women first time diagnosed and treated for thyroid disease after a pregnancy could have suffered from undetected and untreated thyroid dysfunction during the pregnancy (35, 36, 37, 38). Such potential thyroid abnormalities may adversely affect fetal development, particularly early brain development. Clinicians should be aware of potential thyroid disease in pregnant women. Women with known thyroid disease prior to a pregnancy should be carefully managed and controlled. Even if thyroid dysfunction is not known, the threshold for thyroid function testing in pregnancy should be low.
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